It is pointed out that the phase convention of the CKM matrix V a ects texture analysis of the quark mass matrices (M u ; M d ) when we try to describe (M u ; M d ) by the observable quantities (quark masses and CKM matrix parameters) only. This is demonstrated for a case of the non-Hermitian Fritzsch-type mass matrix ( f M u ; f M d ), which is a general expression of quark mass matrix (M u ; M d ) and is described by twelve parameters. We nd that we can always choose a phase convention of V which yields f M u32 = 0, so that the remaining ten parameters in ( f M u ; f M d ) can completely be expressed by the ten observable quantities.
It is well-known that in a three-family model, quark mass matrices (M u ; M d ) are, in general, described by 36 parameters, while the number of the observable quantities is ten, i.e., six quark masses and four Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) 1] matrix parameters. Once we give the quark mass matrices (M u (2) except for the degree of freedom of the rephasing of V (phase convention of V ). Looking for a clue to uni ed understanding of the quarks and leptons, so far, many mass matrix models have been proposed.
On the other hand, in order to obtain a hint on such a uni ed mass matrix model, it has been tried 2,3] to describe the mass matrices (M u 
To know the explicit form of the mass matrixes (M u ; M d ) in a minimal parameter basis will o er a useful hint on the realistic model-building of quark mass matrix. At present, it is not so well-known what any other minimal parameter basis there is. Recently, there has been considerable interest 4, 5] in the non-Hermitian Fritzschtype quark mass matrix, i.e., the quark mass matrix with nearest-neighbor interactions (NNI) form, because of its simple form and generality. The model is described by twelve parameters as stated later. In the present paper, it is pointed out that the demand of the minimal parameter basis for the NNI-form mass matrices ( f M u ; f M d ) uniquely leads to ( f M u ) 32 = 0, so that ( f M u ; f M d ) is described by ten parameters. It should be noticed that ( f M u ) 32 = 0 is obtained by choosing a special phase convention of V . This conclusion might be felt somewhat strange, because the degree of freedom of the phase convention of V comes from that of the rephasing of the physical (mass-eigenstate) quark elds (u i ; d i ) (i = 1; 2; 3). It is well-known that the rephasing of the physical quarks is independent of the quark mass matrix structure (M u The NNI mass matrix f M q has the following structure:
P( ) = diag(e i 1 ; e i 2 ; e i 3 ) ; (Hereafter, we denote a matrix M which consists of real elements as M.) The form has rst been suggested by Fritzsch 7] , and then it has been pointed out by Branco, Lavoura and Mota 8] that any mass matrix (M u ; M d ) can, without losing generality, be transformed into a NNI form ( f M u ; f M d ). Harayama and Okamura 5] have given the exact expression of the NNIform mass matrix which is described in terms of the ten observable quantities and two \implicit" parameters, and have exhibited some special cases of the texture zeros. In the present paper, we will point out that the two \implicit" parameters in the expression by Harayama and Okamura play a role of xing the phase convention of V .
In general, the ten observable quantities are obtained by diagonalizing the (8) For the mass matrix with NNI form, those are given by Therefore, one of our interests is to see the -dependency of each matrix element f M qij . It is well known that the CKM matrix V has the degree of freedom of rephasing, i.e., V 0 = P( )V P y ( ) is physically equivalent to V . In the present paper, we will conclude that the textures of ( f M u ; f M d ) are dependent on the phase convention of V , and, for example, we can always take a phase convention of V which yields f M u32 = 0. In such the phase convention, f M u and f M d have four and ve parameters, respectively, in addition to a relative phase parameter e of f M u to f M d , so that the ten parameters in ( f M u ; f M d ) are su cient to x the ten observable quantities. The magnitudes of f M dij can approximately be xed by three down-quark masses (m d ; m s ; m b ) and three CKM matrix parameters (jV us j; jV cb j; jV ub j), because they are insensitive to the value of CP violating phase .
From (4), we obtain f Thus, we obtain the NNI form
where the phase matrix e P is de ned by (22) Although so far we have investigated the NNI form ( f M u ; f M d ) starting from the quark-family basis in which M u is diagonal, we can also discuss the NNI form starting from a quark-family basis in which M d is diagonal. Then, we get a similar result f M d32 = 0. This means that f M d32 also depends on the phase convention of V . In conclusion, we have expressed the quark mass matrix ( f M u ; f M d ) with the NNI form in terms of the observable quantities as (33) with (31), (32) and (34). We have found that f M u32 and f M d32 depend on the phase convention of V and we can always f M u32 = 0 without changing any physical situation. Every j f M dij j is insensitive to the value of the CP violating phase parameter , so that it can be xed by the observed down-quark masses and CKM matrix parameters jV us j, jV cb j and jV ub j only.
By the way, we know that the rephasing of physical quark elds ( The present problem which was demonstrated for the NNI mass matrix also appears in the general study of (M u ; M d ) when we want to express (M u ; M d ) in terms of the observable quantities D u , D d and V . We would like to emphasize that we must take notice of the phase convention of V when we investigate 6] texture-zeros of (M u ; M d ).
